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About This Game

You wake up with an aching head and the world out of focus. In front of you is a man accusing you of being “fake”. He looks
exactly like you, down to the last scar and pimple, has the same memories, the same voice and the same personality.

But who is lying and who is telling the truth? Who is fake and who is real?

With over nine different possibilities, you can either end up as the tragic hero, the sly villain, or an innocent victim. Will you
keep your cool or pick a fight? Play through all the endings and take a peek at the truth of your demise.

Whatever action you take, ultimately, you must answer the question: “Who is Mike?”

Features

Screensize: 1280 x 800
Endings: 9 endings

Length: 10,500 words (approx. 2 hours gameplay)
CGs: 22 CGs

Genre: Mystery/Thriller, Supernatural, Comedy
Rating: PG-16+ for Strong Language and Violence
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If you are old school game fan as I am, buy it. Otherwise dont.. Cute little extra-short dialogue-based (literally nothing else to do
than have instructive talks with the crew) adventure. I had a bunch of laughs especially when things went wrong, but I gotta say
it's *NOT* enough for the game's full price.. Gameplay footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=noF2r9btmFA

First off, the game's title leaves you expecting something more along the lines of Cards Against Humanity, but does't really
deliver on that level. Instead, there is a slow build to some mild levels of awkwardness, the worst being who you would save first
from a sinking ship (your significant other or your mother) or if you;d ratrher have dinner with an ex or Hitler. However, this
game is more about knowing yourself, the others playing, and in the case of solo mode the world around you as the topics get a
little more personal by the third set of each round.

Now, I'll admit, I have not played this on-line yet, or even in local co-op, and have only played a total of seven games. This game
apparently has 5000 questions so the surface hasn't even been scratched yet. But even as a single player experience, this game
relies more on how interesting the end result is, conparing your confority level against the others who play the game and
showing you just how good a person you are, or how many others feel like being
total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as well. What you think is the most logical answer winds up not being your
neighbor may do in the same situation, and in a psychological level it keeps you coming back for more to see how similar or
different your mind and actions are to everyone else.

As it stands, this is definitey something I'd recomend picking up. There's also plenty of room for additional material down the
line. I hope that the devs include an option for steam users to incorporate the workshop function to add more, crazier cards to
the mix, or at least updates or DLC with new card bundles to keep the party going when the initial 5000 cards are eventually
exhausted. Hopefully the devs do continue to support this game, and this isn't the end we'll hear about Awkward.. It's no Portal
2, but it's still a fun puzzle game.. This is what VR is about, experiences like this. Couldnt reccomend it enough even if it does
last 5 minutes.
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After switching to beta version of Plevr, I was very very impressed. The software maintains current categories and everything
seems to be running smooth. The only real change I would add would be nested folders in Plex. In my original review, Plex
categories did not exist, and now they do. This was a major victory for the software. If I were able to open up a particular TV
show and be presented with the seasons instead of a flattened view of every show, I would be over the moon.

I would like to thank the developers for working hard on this software. It is truly amazing to be able to interact with my video
library in this manner. When I played a 3D movie and was prompted to nod my head if the movie was 3d...well that was just an
awesome touch. Great work guys and gals...this is solid and extremely funtional.

For anyone who uses plex, you will not be disappointed in this app.. Simple but interesting game, after couple tries you can
manage to not kill everyone and after couple more you might even save all of them :). lovely game, good artwork and music.
Fun puzzles and runs well so worthwhile if you enjoy puzzle and hidden object games.. This dlc is strange for me to explain.
While it does put out game changing content that adds a random variable and interesting ideas, some of it is rather counter-
intuitive to the elements of the original game, not to mention the stuff added feels like something that should have already been
in the game to start with.

The dlc adds some rather interesting ideas to the game. For one, it follows the concept of the forbidden worlds dlc by adding
variation to the galaxy, particularly in the star types. Black Holes, pulsars, and neutrons all add a danger to their systems
depending on which one you have for a star and make that area harder to protect, forcing any star strategies one might have
pretty much useless depending on what you get. Black Holes slowly damage ships, Pulsars disable abilities (I think), and
Neutrons slow ships to a crawl. Regular star types still exist, but they are now much harder to have spawn in unless you are
playing a custom map.

The anomalies are probably one of the few things this dlc has going for it. The 6 anomalies add a new level of strategy to games
as most are rather benefical and can be found on practically any premade map.

Random events are the last thing this dlc brings to the table, luckily however, compared to the other additions, these can be
manually turned off in the map setup. There are 11 events and can range from magnetic storms wreaking havoc on a planet to a
global market crash in your empires economy; sometimes stars will shoot gases as well along with enemy empires supposedly
"sensing" weakness in your planets. For the most part, they are all annoying and pretty much work against you as the game
progresses. It is interesting, however, to use these in multiplayer games as you can use a few of them to your advantage against
another player.

The question I know everyone is going to ask, is it worth the $5? Well..... Kinda. Like the forbidden worlds dlc, it adds
interesting ideas to the mix to give some spice to your galaxy on one side of a coin. But on the other side, the dlc is rather poorly
executed on how it delivers the content, more of it is just plain out annoying than it is fun and really does feel like it should have
already been in the game to start with, particualry the random events and stars. I still recommend it as it is kinda interesting and
the anomalies are rather helpful. I highly suggest to wait for a sale before buying it, you'd be much better off.

Overall, I give this dlc a 6\/10, worth getting, just not worth $5.. Once again Halycon release a really good AI people pack. I
always say that you can never have enough Variety of Passengers in Omsi, and now they have added more variety for drivers
behind the wheel. Its great that voices are in English again too, so you will hear different people complaining and greeting you
when on the bus.

Its a really nice addition to Omsi 2, hopefully more to come in the future. Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to have it
back and for a fair price. Still my favourite photoreal scenery in any sim to date. Thanks!
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